31a Park Drive
Nelson
BB9 0JY

For Sale
Price £95,000
This beautifully appointed three bedroomed stone built end of terrace property occupies an enviable and slightly elevated position with a fabulous aspect to the front
overlooking Walverden Park.

Over the years the property has benefited from extensive renovation works which have included the extension of the kitchen to the rear and a loft conversion.

An internal inspection is absolutely imperative to firstly appreciate the properties position together with the stylish Open Plan kitchen arrangement and luxurious family
bathroom.
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This beautifully appointed three bedroomed stone built end of terrace property occupies an enviable and slightly elevated position with a fabulous aspect to the front overlooking Walverden Park.
Over the years the property has benefited from extensive renovation works which have included the extension of the kitchen to the rear and a loft conversion.
An internal inspection is absolutely imperative to firstly appreciate the properties position together with the stylish Open Plan kitchen arrangement and luxurious family bathroom.

LOCATION
For satnav purposes please use the postcode BB9 0JY as you enter into Park
Drive the subject property is located on the right hand side occupying a slightly
elevated position and can be in London from Brown for sale board.

DESCRIPTION
An extremely rare opportunity to acquire a beautifully appointed and extensively
refurbished stone built end of terrace property occupying an enviable and
slightly elevated position overlooking the tree line section of Walverden Park.
As you enter the property to the ground floor vestibule where a stain glass door
provides access to a well proportioned lounge with staircase ascending to the
first floor a Large window to the front infuses the room and the abundance of
natural like and also takes full advantage of the fabulous aspect over Walverden
Park.
Towards the rear o f the property is the second reception room which is currently

utilised as a dining facility with French doors providing access to the enclosed
rear yard the extended kitchen has been opened into the dining room to reflect
today’s modern family requirements and houses a stylish arrangement of wall
base and draw units in gloss cream with coordinating working surfaces.
Ascend the staircase to the first floor where there is a double bedroom to the
front of the property single bedroom to the rear and a stunning family bathroom
suite which houses a high level WC, hand wash basin, roll top freestanding bath
and travertine tiled splashback’s complete the luxurious finish.
Ascend The staircase to the second floor where there is a further Double
bedroom with window to the gable elevation. velum skylight and useful storage
area to the eaves. An illuminated stain glass window provides a particular
attractive feature located at the top of the stairs.
Externally to the front of the property there is a tiered garden forecourt with
natural stone boundary walling, to the rear is an enclosed yard area.

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending
purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in
this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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